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Video with student reactions
9 Honors 1: https://goo.gl/photos/rAZD9ziEUZCb8MLq8

9 Honors 2: https://goo.gl/photos/4R7k9erVcvUwdpbBA 

9 Honors 3: https://goo.gl/photos/eAAmQPHABK6Yso4m8 

https://goo.gl/photos/rAZD9ziEUZCb8MLq8
https://goo.gl/photos/4R7k9erVcvUwdpbBA
https://goo.gl/photos/eAAmQPHABK6Yso4m8


Reading With Grammar



1) Identify core standards
Language Standard 8. L. 3. a

Use verbs in the active and passive voice and in the conditional and 
subjunctive mood to achieve particular effects (e.g., emphasizing the actor or the 
action; expressing uncertainty or describing a state contrary to fact).

Language Standard 8. L. 2. a

Use punctuation (comma, ellipsis, dash) to indicate a pause or break.

Reading Literature Standard 8. RL. 1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text 
says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.



2) Select a text that you are already using.



3) How does the author use this grammar effectively?

What grammar examples already exist in the text? 

How does the author create a 
suspenseful mood in 
And Then There Were None?



Subjunctive 
and 
conditional 
mood

Ellipsis

Dash

Active vs 
Passive voice



4) Finding examples in the book

● Find a digital copy of the book and use the ctrl + f. 
● Assign students to find examples in their reading.
● Offer extra credit to students who find examples 

throughout the book.
● Pick a page and scan! (you or your students)



5) Have students identify the grammar principle.



6) Annotate the text

Ask the question:

How does the 
author use the 
_________ in 
their writing?



Any Grammar, Any Text
How and WHY did the author use this grammar?



Purposefully Writing with 
Grammar



Core Language Standards (9-12)
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.1.B

Use various types of phrases (noun, verb, adjectival, adverbial, participial, prepositional, 

absolute) and clauses (independent, dependent; noun, relative, adverbial) to convey specific 

meanings and add variety and interest to writing or presentations.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY--Standards for 9-12

Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different contexts, to 

make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or 

listening.

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/3/


How i decide what grammar concepts to teach
● Grammar is not (entirely) linear

● Look at assignment and ask:

What is going to enhance my students’ writing for this assignment?

● AWWUBIS--for elaboration, for context on essays

● Appositives--for research, to explain who/what 

● Participial phrases--narrative to add action/explanation 



How we make it work
1. Write our drafts

2. Mini lesson on grammar skill

3. Small practice with writing (usually a scribble)

4. Re-teach grammar skill

5. Revise drafts--have a specific focus on grammar skill

6. Include grammar skill on rubric

7. Encourage students to continue using skill in writing

a. Put a happy face, exclamation mark, give extra credit when it pops up in other writing

b. If possible, include it in future rubrics (can depend on genre) 



Mini Lesson Walk-Through





Student Examples
● Participial: Waking up on the side of the road, was like someone put me 

through a washing machine on violent cycle just for fun.

● Appositive: Mark Watney, a botanist, is hit with a piece of debris and is 

presumed dead so the crew leaves him. 

● Semicolon: My dad was actually serious about this; he had rented a sleek silver 

minivan and told us to pile in.

● AWWUBIS: Because John is standing up for himself and being more 

independent, he begins to change and see himself as a better man than he was 

before.



USING GRAMMAR TO TROUBLESHOOT TYPICAL 
WRITING PROBLEMS



Language & Writing Core Standards (9-10)
● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.2.C Use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major 

sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and 
concepts.

● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.1.B Use various types of phrases (noun, verb, adjectival, adverbial, 
participial, prepositional, absolute) and clauses (independent, dependent; noun, relative, 
adverbial) to convey specific meanings and add variety and interest to writing or 
presentations.



How do I re-teach 
concepts to 

struggling students 
without losing the 
ones who ‘get it?’

The Struggle is 
REAL!



Transition Trauma Drama 
THE USUAL TRANSITIONS

● No transitions

● First, Next, Last

● And then, and then...and THEN!

● Firstly, Secondly...Fifthly??? 

SOMEWHERE AN ENGLISH 

TEACHER WEEPS



But Teacher...Why can’t I just do it the same every time?

Why can’t English be 
like math so I can 

just follow a stupid 
formula?



Grammar to the RESCUE!
● Provides Concrete 

Solution for Students
● A way to re-teach a 

concept & teach 
proficient students 
something new

● Prevents student death 
by grammar

A



AAAWWUBBIS=COMMON ADVERBIAL CLAUSE STARTERS
AFTER
ALTHOUGH
AS
WHEN
WHILE
UNTIL
BECAUSE 
BEFORE
IF
SINCE



EXAMPLES FROM REAL WRITERS WHO USE THESE TRANSITIONS



APPLYING IT TO STUDENT WRITING

USE THIS TECHNIQUE IN THEIR WRITER’S NOTEBOOKS



Burgering Quotes  using AAAWWUBBIS

Top Bun: Context

Meat: the Quote

Bottom Bun: Commentary



What I got from students...
BEFORE AAAWWUBBIS: While many people shot Sonny 
down the Rocket Boys were there for him. “I turned on the 
hall light and found myself looking at the books, an idle 
activity. Then my eyes lit on one. It was titled Advanced 
Mathematics, a guide for self-study” (264).

AFTER AAAWWUBBIS: As Sonny was searching for math 
help, he “turned on [his] hall light and found [himself] 
looking at the books, an idle activity” (264).



What I got from students...
BEFORE AAAWWUBBIS: In the novel, Quentin states 
“maybe one day we’ll have a trophy in here, Sonny, for our 
rockets...Big Creek’s never won anything, but I bet we could 
with our rockets” (#).

AFTER AAAWWUBBIS: While searching for hope, Quentin 
says: “Maybe one day we’ll have a trophy in here, Sonny, for 
our rockets...Big Creek’s never won anything, but I bet we 
could win with our rockets” (#).



What I got from students...
BEFORE AAAWWUBBIS: Sonny sums up this dilemma, 
saying, “Only coal mining was more important in Coalwood 
than high-school football. Sputnik, and anything else, was 
going to always come in a distant third” (32). 

AFTER AAAWWUBBIS: Sonny sums up this dilemma when 
he says, “only coal mining was more important in coal wood 
than high-school football” (32). Rockets just weren’t done in 
Coalwood.



What I got from students...
BEFORE AAAWWUBBIS:  Sonny refused to listen to his father 
when he constantly made degrading comments about what Sonny 
should do with his life. “ ‘Mining’s in your blood, little man’ he 
shrugged. ‘I guess you’ll figure that out, sooner or later.’” (185).

AFTER AAAWWUBBIS: Sonny’s father is trying to persuade 
Sonny that staying in the mines is best for him. In his efforts to 
change Sonny’s decision, his father says, “Mining’s in your blood, 
little man...guess you’ll figure that out sooner or later” (185).



Not aaawwubbis, but not wrong...Now what???
 Sonny’s father is trying to persuade Sonny that staying in the 
mines is best for him. In his efforts to change Sonny’s decision, his 
father says, “Mining’s in your blood, little man...guess you’ll figure 
that out sooner or later” (185).

NEW MATERIAL FOR LESSON ON 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES!



Making it FUN

ARCHDUKE OF AAAWWUBBIS



Making it FUN

https://photos.google.com/u/1/photo/AF1QipMmCG0k9A9eS
rWNHmkpTD67iQB2d2_TAwXFg3By 

https://photos.google.com/u/1/photo/AF1QipMmCG0k9A9eSrWNHmkpTD67iQB2d2_TAwXFg3By
https://photos.google.com/u/1/photo/AF1QipMmCG0k9A9eSrWNHmkpTD67iQB2d2_TAwXFg3By
https://photos.google.com/u/1/photo/AF1QipMmCG0k9A9eSrWNHmkpTD67iQB2d2_TAwXFg3By

